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RESTRICTIONS:
JFK Act 6 (4)

COMMENTS: INC LHM, A/T
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-109060)
FROM: SAC, NEW ORLEANS (69-69)
SUBJECT: ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY, NOVEMBER 22, 1963, DALLAS, TEXAS
MISC.: INFORMATION CONCERNING (60: Dallas)

Enclosed for the Bureau are six copies of an LMI setting forth information concerning captioned matter.

Two copies of this airtel, as well as two copies of the LMI, are being furnished to Dallas for information.

One copy of this airtel and one copy of instant LMI are being furnished to Miami for information since information contained in LMI concerns individuals known to the Miami Office.

NO 1-1 is LUIS HABEN, former head of the Cuban Revolutionary Council in New Orleans; NO 1-2 is LMI 633-3; NO 1-3 is MANUEL HANDLEY, who was a PSI of the Cincinnati Office in 1962; and NO 1-4 is MISS RUTH BERRY, Waiter's Union Local # 72, Cincinnati, Ohio, who was a confidential source of information of the Cincinnati Office in 1962.
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3 - Bureau (Enc. 6) (RM)
2 - Dallas (Enc. 2) (89-42) (RM)
1 - Miami (Enc. 1) (Info.) (RM)
2 - New Orleans
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